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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920'

Financial aid to
be paid earlier
□ The University moves
the refund check return
date up to give students
a chance to pay rent and
buy supplies.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BC News

After months of conversing
about student financial aid, it has
been agreed upon to move the
check refund return date to the
first day of classes beginning in
the fall of 1998.
Chris Bradley, graduate student in sociology, came to the
University last fall and noticed
the late date when students used
to receive their financial aid. He
was amazed that it was much
later than most colleges he has
attended.
"I began to Investigate this
problem as soon as I arrived
here," Bradley said.
In October, the Welfare Committee of the Graduate Student
Senate discussed the problem
with the office of student financial aid. After realizing that

Watching

Administration
Bowling Green State University
has waited until the second or
third week of classes to distribute refund checks, action took
place to move the date up.
Bradley took action by circulating a petition from Nov. 17 to
21,1997 in order to see how many
students, undergraduates and
graduates, were in favor of
having the financial date moved
up. The petition received over
17,000 signatures, he said.
Not only did the Graduate Student Senate approve of this
change, the initiative was also
taken to the Undergraduate Student Government and to the Resident Student Association.
"Students want their financial
aid earlier in the semester because otherwise it is difficult to
pay rent and purchase texts and
school supplies," said John
Woods, president of GSS.
Joseph Martini, office of the
bursar, recently spoke with the
• See FINANCE, page five.

Andrew Cubberley, 8, enjoys the nice weather and watches a game of basketball, Monday.
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University community urged to give blood this week
Q University students,
faculty and staff to give
the gift of life at The
American Red Cross
Bloodmobile.
By TRACY WOODS
The BG News

This week kicks off the campus
blood drive sponsored by the
American Red Cross. Students,
faculty and the Bowling Green
community are encouraged to

give the gift of life by giving
blood.
In the spirit of Valentine's Day,
The American Red Cross is encouraging University students,
faculty and staff to open their
hearts and save lives by donating
blood. Judy Goris, Bloodmobile
Chairwoman, said giving blood is
important. She said when people
give blood, it Is available the next
day for anyone who needs it.
"If no one volunteered then
there would be no blood available," Goris said.
She also stated that many

and need It to live," she said.
Mandy Alexander, a University student, gives blood because
she realizes that she is saving
lives.
"Everytlme I get freaked out
young people take advantage of
the fact that there are people who about giving blood, or I do not
donate blood, and until some tra- feel like going, all I have to do is
gic experience happens to them, think about little babies that are
they do not realize how Important sick," she said. "I have a chance
to help out by giving blood."
it is to donate their own blood.
Jennifer Burge, a University
Goris said the American Red
student, said she does not mind
Cross depends on University
donating blood.
"It is very important to donate students, faculty and staff each
blood for people who get injured year to help maintain their blood

Health

supply. She said there are over risk of contracting HIV or any
200 volunteers giving up their other disease.
time for a good cause, and they
The University is hosting the
hope they will meet many new
donors in addition to seeing the on-campus American Red Cross
familiar faces who donate regu- blood drive from Monday
through Friday. It is being held In
larly.
the Amani Room, located in the
To donate blood, an individual Commons, from 11 a.m. until S
must be at least 17 years old, p.m. .today.
weigh 110 pounds, be in generalWednesday, Thursday, and
ly good health, feel well the day
they donate and not have donated Friday the blood drive will be lowithin the previous 56 days. The cated in the Student Union Grand
entire process takes less then 90 Ballroom, from 11 am. until S
minutues, and the donor is at no p.m.

El Nino weather bringsfloods, leaving several homeless in Mexico
□ El Nino continues to
pound the western coast
while residents attempt
to clean up and refortify
their homes.
The Associated Press
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Soldiers in Tijuana, Mexico, had to help evacuate residents as a result of heavy El Nino-related rains,
which caused flash flooding in the area. Police speculate that between 5,000 and 8,000 people had to be
evacuated to area shelters.

TIJUANA, Mexico - Soldiers
and rescue workers scraped
away mud and debris Monday
after El Nino-fed floodwaters
roared through a border shantytown, killing 13 people and forcing hundreds to flee their homes.
Three teen-age girls were
killed after fast-flowing mud
swallowed their family's car at
the foot of the eastern shantytown of Mexico Lindo, or Beautiful Mexico. Swirling floodwaters
dragged an 18-yearold girl from
her house to her death.
Some 500 people took refuge at
shelters because their neighborhoods were buried in mud, water
and debris.
North of the border, Californians took advantage of a break
from the storms that have battered the West Coast for a week.
They cleared roads, cleaned
catch basins and drains and rebuilt sandbag barricades. Sunshine bathed Southern California, which saw up to 2 feet of rain
in some areas.
Forecasters said the next
storm was expected to blow
ashore farther north Monday
night, with the btunt
btun of the bad

weather hitting Oregon and
Washington state.
But California was still far
from drying up. Seven-foot
waves coupled with a 6-foot-high
tide pounded San Clemente
beach homes and ate away 100
feet of sand at Broad Beach. The
nearby beach retreats of Steven
Spielberg, Danny DeVito, Frank
Sinatra, Goldle Hawn, Jack
Lemmon and Dustin Hoffman
weren't threatened, but one Malibu home was destroyed and
four others were seriously damaged.
In San Clemente on Monday,
resident Greg Rhys piled sandbags only to see the sea carry
them away.
"There's nothing you can do.
I've given up on the front of my
house," neighbor Al Lundberger
said as still another huge wave
crashed against his beach house.
In Northern California, the
waters of the state's largest natural lake crept higher and
threatened homes along the
shore of Clear Lake. Five hundred families were forced to flee.
"If the lake goes up, most
homes would suffer severe damage," said Wilda Shock, a
spokeswoman for Lake County's
Office of Emergency Services.
Across Northern California,
residents hauled sandbags to
weakened levees, swept floors
clean of mud and braced for
more rain. Seven deaths have
been blamed on the storms and
more than 1,400* houses and

buildings have been damaged or
destroyed.
Near Tijuana, 600 soldiers
helped two Baja California cities
that were hammered by heavy
rain over the weekend.
"We are not in chaos. We can
work very well with the disaster," said Guillermo Ruiz de
Teresa, national coordinator for
civil protection.
More than 2 inches of rain during a six-hour period ending Sunday sent runoff waters through
Tijuana and sections of Rosarito,
overturning cars, tearing down
walls and dumping mud, rocks,
cars and debris into homes and
businesses.
The most serious damage was
to newer, poorer neighborhoods
in outlying sections of Tijuana.
At least two areas were inaccessible until Monday and residents
depended on helicopters to get
food and medical help.
In Aguaje de la Tuna, Alejandro Flores Campos, 17 years old
and eight months pregnant,
scrambled onto the roof of her
mother's home with two young
nephews.
"The current was rising until It
was starting to crush cars. The
waters did not calm themselves
until about 5 in the morning," she
told The San Diego UnionTribune. "There were about 40
people outside, all on the roofs.
Everybody was up on the roofs,
children, even dogs. My mother
lost all her furniture. My neighbors lost everything.",
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Nobody gets what they deserve
On public radio the other day, a
news report was troubled with the
state of charity in the US. The economy is robust, and society is waiting to see its faith in philanthropy
confirmed. There are a lot of new
millionaires out there. But charity,
some say, isn't keeping up, and the
number of good deeds have not
reflected the wealth that has been
obtained. Wealth has accumulated,
and should be poised to trickle
down.
One woman, I think a Microsoft
employee from the company's early
days, whose share in the company
brought her into millions, is an
exception. She made a brilliant confession about her motives for giving
her wealth away. She said she didn't even feel like the money rightfully belonged to her—she was just
in the right place at the right time.
The West Coast was full of fledgling software companies; she just
happened to land a job with the
right one. Hundreds of other business people and computer types
worked just as hard, probably, and
got nothing like her whopping
sum. So what makes that money
hers over anyone else's? Fortune.
Luck. Grace. So she gives her
money away.
Her rationale is nice, but sort of
ironic. It kind of contradicts the
idea of the self-made millionaire.
Our culture does not always call
millionaires lucky. Often we call
them heroes and are told to emulate
them. Millionaires have made the

••It costs millions of
dollars for society to
have a millionaire. But
it costs only a million
dollars to have 50
poor families. Are you
OK with that? ) J

right choices, or at least their parents did. Someone was ambitious
and smart enough to do something
for society that we were willing to
give millions for.
But if this woman's case of success is basically a matter of luck,
then what does real achievement
look like? What does a person who
deserves to be a millionaire look

like? Is there a single instance of
getting rich that doesn't somehow
involve "being at the right place at
the right time?" Probably not. So to
believe in wealth as a sign of virtue,
talent, and wise choices, you have
to acknowledge that luck factor.
In fact, you might think that risk
is the best part of the American
way. Stay at it, work hard, maybe
you'll hit it. "It could happen to
anyone" is the motto. So, when you
drive through an inner city, there
are billboards, flashing piles of loud
green cash telling people to play
the lottery.
If s a free country. The freer the
country, the higher the stakes. The
winners win big, the losers are
broke. And naturally, there are
more losers than winners. It costs
millions of dollars for society to
have a millionaire. But it costs only
a million dollars to have 50 poor
families. Are you okay with th?t?
Our Microsoft heroine gave her
money to start an organization that
would bring technology to underprivileged children. She is trying to
level the playing field, to minimize
the role that luck will play in the
lives of that next generation.
She would probably like a society in which, when everybody grew
up, we could say they were all
given the same chances and
deserved what they got. This would
be an attempt to achieve a meritocracy—where the best jobs and the
best pav go to the best people
(based on merit, see). Where wealth

would say something about the
person who acquired it.
Obviously she can't say that
now. Or else she would keep the
cash. She knows that some kids
have to duck from gunshots on the
lonely walk to school, while others
take the cushy kiss-good-bye,
don't-forget-your-Iunch mini-van
express. How could she keep the
money? Sighing and saying, "I
guess that's just the luck of the
draw" would be a difficult thing to
do, wouldn't it?, considering she
knows she, and society, can change
that.
Be wary of people who see selfishness as a virtue. They see greed
as a sacrifice. You've got to be a
hard-ass to make the world a better
place. They think we are all better
off if we just pursue our own happiness. They conclude that peace of
mind, compassion, justice have no
monetary value. They make the
world poorer!
Throw away the government's
regulations and work the economic
math out on paper, and we might
see some serious wealth. Its like
taking weights off of the backs of
sprinters. But how fun is the race if
some people get a head start, and
other aren't even on the track?
Tony Cavallario is a columnist for
Ihi News. Comments are encouraged
attonycav@bgnetbgsu.edu.

LETTERS
In a village in southern Mexico. 45 men, women, and children
were hacked to death with machetes or shot. The Mexican government and the U.S. government expressed shock and outrage.
What utter hypocrisy! For years the School of the Americas at
Fort Benning, Georgia has been training death squad leaders for
counterinsurgency work against leftist groups like the Zapatistas in
Mexico.
Many members of the Atlacatl battalion involved in the El
Mozote massacre in El Salvador were trained at the School of the
Americas. Americas Watch has stated that most of the weapons the
United States supplies to Columbia, ostensibly to fight drug trafficking, were instead going to paramilitary groups involved in torture, disappearances and massacres of peasants.
This isn't accidental. This is deliberate policy! It is part of a strategy called low-intensity warfare. Since guerrillas depend on popular support, the idea of low intensity warfare is to do such horrible
and despicable things that the people will be so sickened and
demoralized that they will no longer support the guerrillas. Some
of these atrocious acts are disappearances, torture of children in
front of parents, mutilation of corpses, gouging out of eyeballs,
beheadings and placing of severed heads on spikes.
This is all necessary to make the world safe for the Fortune 500
and to ensure their access to cheap labor and natural resources. A
population made docile by terror is less likely to organize unions
or complain about wages, working conditions and environmental
pollution in factories operated by multinational corporations.
Remember the memo from Chase Manhattan bank that was
made public a few years ago. It stated that the Zapatista needed to
be eliminated to restore investor confidence in the Mexican economy.
Subcommandante Marcos blamed the Mexican government. He
didn't go far enough. He should have blamed the U.S. government,
the School of the Americas and the global capitalist system as well.
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Please, don't forget to flush!
WARNING! The following column contains material of a graphic
nature..in other words, READ AT
YOUR OWN RISK!
We've been around for a while,
wouldn't you agree? At least several thousand years since we started
living in caves. Of course, possibly
the greatest human feat in this
world was the creation of civilizations. Buildings emerged,
economies flourished, wars were
won and lost, and last, but not
least, a great many inventions were
done to cater and pamper people
living in those so-called "civilized
societies."
See, we may have been around
for a while on good old Mother
Earth, but apparently old habits die
hard. One of these old habits
(unfortunately), that I've noticed in
our "civilized society" is the lack of
flushing toilets.
Throughout my years of existence, I cannot remember a time
when I walked into a public
restroom having to answer nature's
call through the back door and
finding empty, clean toilets to my
choosing. No, as Murphy's Law
would have it, the first toilet I
stumbled upon was, you guessed it,
unflushed, containing the previous
owner's belongings. Now, I don't
know if this is common in women's

v
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••Warning! The following column contains contents of a
graphic nature...in
other words, Read AT
YOUR OWN RISK.»

bathrooms, but my sources tell me
if s a familiar problem.
So why the hell do some people
do this? If s widespread, -nd the
people who belong in this category

(you know who you are) I call the
Unflushers. Perhaps the Unflushers
get a kick out of imagining the next
person's face contorted in disgust
when they see the gift left for them
in the porcelain bowl. Maybe
they're just aiming gleefully to ruin
a person's appetite (which successfully happened to me more times
than I liked). But wait. Is it just possible, however ridiculous it may
seem, that some Unflushers are
actually afraid of being flushed
down with their leftovers? If that's
the case, I sympathize for you, but
GET OVER IT! I've heard that some
hate the noise, and through some
research, that's actually a legitimate
phobia (sadistic Unflushers take
notice: DONT GET ANY IDEAS!).
The best excuse I could hear from
someone would be something like
'The flush handle is disgusting! I'm
not touching that!"
The flush handle itself might be
heinous, all right, but I came up
with a solution for that a long time
ago. I used my foot. What do 1 care
if my soles get a little grimy? I walk
on dirt every day! In my mind, 1
think we'd hear many more toilets
flushing if we had some kind of a
foot-pedal for a flush handle. Good
idea, don't you think? With the
technology we have today, however, something even better (suppos-

\

edly) has already been done to
combat the Unflushers. The automatic toilets.
We have a few automatic toilets
here on the university campus. It's
hard to believe that we're talking
about the very things that held
Beavis and Butthead's wonder over
Old Faithful in their movie. Oh
sure, an automatic toilet is great,
but man! Is that what it's going to
take to clean up after ourselves?
Pathetic, if you ask me, that we're
so lazy that we can't flush for ourselves. Next thing you know, we'll
have robots wiping our butts for us!
Come on people! Save a little bit of
money and flush the toilet yourselves! Exercise that wrist or foot of
yours!
Finally, a plea to the Unflushers,
please start flushing toilets or you'll
be wasting taxpayers' money (that's
you inc .ded) on automatic toilets,
and do it anyway for the respect of
other people, especially janitors,
and our stomachs, thank you very
much.
Gabriel King ij a guest columnist
for The News.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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Today's Question: "Do you plan to donate blood this week?"

This proves that if you get
everyone involved, things can
happen.
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Chria Bradley.
graduate atndent In sociology.
concerning the earlier receipt of financial aid.

Sholly Nlekamp
Freshmen
Graphic Design

Cameron Hanaen
Sophomore
Biology

Nicole Haynea
Junior
Human Reaourcea

Tiffany LaSoaa
Junior
Spanish

Matt Haya
Junior
Business

"No.-

"Yes."

"They won't let me
donate."

"Yes, I want to
donate blood this
week to help someone In need."

"No, it makes me
nervous and last
time 1 saw blood I
passed out."

T11 ife

Gol »n Idti for ■ "People on Ihr Street" qurition? E-mail ui at -bfneweSbfneLbf »".
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-Upconing EvenU" U a service to our rradrni borrowed daily ria the University web page. The calendar of
event* on the web page haa a more coraplete lilting of events and can be accessed through "www.bgiu.edu".

Rep Is brought to you by the Greater
Toledo. Findlay and Nw Ohio alumni
chapters together with the BGSU
Presidents Club. For more info, contact
Sally Oberskl at (419) 536-2923.

Tuesday, 2/10/98
■ To the day after you do laundry —
and having baskets of clean clothes to
choose from.
■ To classmates that offer to cook you
dinner from their native country —
international food rocks!
■ To getting dressed up for no reason
— everyone needs to look spiffy once in
awhile.
■ To roommates that never complain
when you leave a mess — we all have
our lazy days .

■ To the day before you do laundry —
and having no clothes to choose from.
■ To having to work past your bedtime
— nothing should cut into your beauty
sleep.
■ To being in a rush and forgetting a
very important article of clothing —
such as your socks.

Tuesday, Feb. 10
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
^
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Wednesday, 2/11798
Desktop Skills for BGSU
Personnel (Macintosh) (9
a.m. - Noon)
BGSU. Specifically designed to familiarize the BGSU community with the
functionality provided through their networked computers, this class will focus on
file management, word processing and
spreadsheets. Part of the Desktop
Technology Project. Free. For more information, call Continuing Education,
International & Summer Programs. 3728181.
American Marketing Association
candy sale (9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Business Administration Building.
Hershey Kiss Rose Sale (9 a.m - 4
p.m.)
Math Science building. Sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega.

Applied Food Service Sanitation
Course (1 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.)
Board Rm.. Wood County Health Dept..
Learn about food protection from
an
environmental health educator with years
of experience and a Masters degree in
Public Health. Perfect for anyone involved
with the food service industry. Meets
Tuesday & Thursday thru Feb. 24. Fee.
For Information, call Continuing
Education. 419/372-8181.

36
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Rec Center. Screening of
applications for the 98-99
school year will take place by
the Student Employee Board.

Red Cross Bloodmobile (11 a.m. - 5
p.m.)
Amani Room. Commons.

Chilly, low level haze, rain.

High: 40

BGSU Recreational Sports
employment opportuni-

Valentine's Day
Candygram Sale (10 a.m 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer. A fundraiser for
Mortarboard where we will be selling
Valentine's Day candy. Candy will be
delivered on Feb. 13th.

Wednesday:
W.VA.

Planetarium Show (8 p.m.)
Planetarium. Alphabet
Universe: the Best of Space
from A to Z. $1 donation suggested.

Valentine's Day Carnation
Sale (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Carnations
will be presold Monday thru
Thursday, with delivery on
campus on Friday. Flowers
will be sold cash and carry on
Friday!

Chilly, with mid level clouds.

Low:

Calligraphy Design I A II (7 p.m. - 9
p.m.)
BGSU. Enhance current calligraphy
skills by studying layout
design and learning to design
using watercolors and colored
pencils. Meets Tues.
thru March 10. Fee. For information/registration, call
Continuing Education.
419/372-8181.

Tau Beta Sigma fundraiser (9 am - 3 pm)
Math Science Hall.

Today:

45

Community Suite. Student Union.
Come play, learn and win! To sign up
contact the Office of Multicultural Affairs
at 372-2642 or UAO at 372-2343. Free
admission.

Print and Poster Sale (9
a.m. - 7 p.m.)
Student Services Forum.
Stop in the Saddlemire
Building and check out all
the posters! A portion of proceeds will benefit Dance
Marathon! Sponsored by UAO.

TODAY'S
WEATHER

High:

Black History Month Jeopardy (7

p.m. - 9 p.m.)

American Marketing Association
candy sale (9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Business Administration
Building.

■ To driving behind the slowest person
in the world — whom you somehow
manage to get behind every morning.

OHIO Weather

MICH

Internet Use for BGSU Personnel
(PC) (9 a.m. - Noon)
BGSU. Specifically designed to familiarize the BGSU community with the
functionality provided through their networked computer, this class examines the
applications of e-mail and web browsers.
Part of the Desktop Technology Project.
Free. For more information, call
Continuing Education. International &
Summer Programs. 372-8181.

PAGE THREE u intended at an irreverent look at
The University. We at The BG Newt consider it an
offbeat page when we try to offer something for
everybody. Opinion! expressed herein are solely those
of our staff. Have a nice day.

Print and Poster Sale (9 a.m. - 7
p.m.)
Student Services Forum. Stop in the
Saddlemire Building and check out all the
E)sters! A portion of proceeds will benefit
ance Marathon!

"Night at the Rep" (7 p.m.)
Toledo Repertoire Theatre-10th Street
Stage. This exclusive evening at the Toledo

Via Associated Prsss GrspNcsN*

Valentines Day Personals
<§how your sweetheart how much you eare with
a Valentine's ©ay personals in the B<5 News'
We have a wide selection of artwork and styles for you to
choose Jrom. Come to 204 West tlall to place your ad
or ea
C "^ Pi f\\ffy
" 372-6977 for more information.
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IT'S BURSARABLE!
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Day
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ads will be
published February 13
on a special page.
Deadline is February 11.
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ScottHappy
Valentine's Day
9 cant tell
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you how

1x3
$15.00

happy 9 am
that we found
each other.
Cove,
■ -- Darla
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with picture
(provided
by you)

$2oo
5
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UQistie,
you have the l^ey
to my heart.
Love,
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WIRE WATCH

New evidence discredits cadet

News
Digest

The Associated Press
FORT WORTH, Texas - Lawyers for a former Naval Academy midshipman accused of killing a 16-year-old romantic rival
tried to show Monday that blood
stains at the scene indicate she
lied in a written confession.
Edward Hueske, a forensic expert, testified that splattered
blood on the thighs of Adrianne
Jones could suggest she was carried to the field where her body
was found.
"It is possible that she was carried. The blood on her legs is
consistent with quite a bit of
handling of the body," Hueske

compiled from wire reports

■ FIRE

OSU dorm room catches fire
COLUMBUS -- An electrical problem probably caused the fire
that destroyed a fifth-floor bedroom of a dormitory at Ohio State
University, a fire official said Monday.
No residents were injured in the fire at the 24-floor Morrill
Tower. City firefighters were called to the scene at 11:52 p.m.
Sunday, and contained the fire within about half an hour, said
Mark DeVine, battalion chief.
Students were evacuated, but most were able to return to their
rooms within about two hours of the fire, the school said.
Ohio State and fire officials did not know how many students
were evacuated but university spokeswoman Ruth Gerstner said
about 945 students live in the dorm.
Damage was limited to the fourth, fifth and sixth floors.
Some students complained that they did not hear a fire alarm,
said Bill Hall, assistant vice president for student affairs.
A main switch that is designed to set off the fire alarms on all
floors did not work for every floor, he said. Alarms can be activated floor by floor but were not set off on every floor.
Contractors were investigating what caused the problem with
the main switch.
DeVine estimated the damage at $10,000.
■ CHEERLEADER

Judge decides to make teenager stand trial for
murder
.f
MEDINA - A Judge refused a defense request Monday to
throw out the murder charge leveled against a 17-year-old cheerleader accused of killing her newborn son.
Medina County Common Pleas Judge James L. Kimbler turned
down the dismissal request after prosecutors rested their case
against Audrey Iacona of Granger Township, about 35 miles
south of Cleveland.
Ms. Iacona is accused of secretly giving birth to a premature
baby boy In the basement of her parents' home on May 1, then
wrapping the infant in a towel and stuffing it in two plastic bags.
She could face life imprisonment if convicted of murder.
Ms. Iacona claims the baby was stillborn.
As they did last week, prosecutors put medical experts on the
witness stand Monday who testified the child was fully developed and could breathe on its own at birth.
Defense lawyers said Kimbler should dismiss the case against
Ms. Iacona because prosecutors had not proved anything. After
the judge refused their request, Ms. Iacona broke down in tears.
■ CRASH

Plane misses runway
CHICAGO - An American Airlines jet carrying 121 people
missed a runway when it landed at O'Hare International Airport
on Monday, heavily damaging the plane and leaving frantic passengers screaming.
! No one was hurt on Flight 1340, although a firefighter helping
evacuate passengers from the Boeing 727 cut his head.
! "It was pretty chaotic. Everybody was screaming," an unidentified passenger told WGN-TV.
', A passenger on the plane told WBBM-AM radio that the plane
bounced a couple of times, tearing his seat belt and causing the
,seai in front of him to come loose from its floor mount.
'. "I think we all feel pretty fortunate," he said.
' Fog was dense and visibility was a quarter-mile at 9:57 a.m.
when the plane landed, although authorities could not say if
weather was a factor.
I American spokesman Al Comeaux said the airline would not
discuss damage to the aircraft. But television footage showed
the plane resting on its belly in a muddy field with an engine
broken off and a piece of landing gear lying several yards away.
Damage to a wing could also be seen.
Shelly Hazle, a spokeswoman for the National Transportation
Safety Board in Washington, said the jet landed 200 yards short
of the runway and eventually came to rest in the mud.
; Ms. Hazle said the NTSB was sending a team to Investigate.
She had no information on plane damage beyond the landing
'gear. She did not know if the plane notified air traffic controllers
'of any problem before landing.

372-6966

said.
Diane Zamora's confession in
the 1995 slaying said Miss Jones
escaped from Ms. Zamora's car
through a passenger window and
fled to the nearby field, where
she ran into a barbed wire fence
and collapsed. The confession
didn't mention that Miss Jones
was carried.
Based largely on the confession, prosecutors contend Ms.
Zamora, 20, helped then-fiance
David Graham kill Miss Jones
because the two had a fling.
Graham will be tried separately later this year. Both could face
life in prison.
Hueske conceded under cross-

examination that the blood on
Miss Jones' legs also could have
come from her hands, which photographs show were covered in
blood.
Prosecutor Mike Parrish asked
Hueske if she "could have
touched herself In escaping out
the window of a car."
Hueske replied, "It is possible,
yea."
A gag order has kept attorneys
from revealing whether they will
put Ms. Zamora on the stand.
Defense attorneys are trying to
use possible discrepancies between evidence and Ms. Zamor-

a's confession to show she was
lying In the confession. The confession is crucial for state attorneys because they're prosecuting
Ms. Zamora under the "law of
parties," a statute that makes any
accomplice to a crime guilty of
the worst offense committed in
its commission.
Both sides agree that Graham
allegedly fired two fatal shots at
Miss Jones, but prosecutors have
used the confession and other
evidence to show that Ms. Zamora helped by hitting Miss
Jones over the head and telling
Graham to shoot her when she
fled.

U.S. sends additional troops to Persian Gulf
For Its part, Iraq appeared to
be preparing for a U.S. attack.
ALJABER AIR BASE, Kuwait Troops of Saddam's elite Repub- The Pentagon is sending up to lican Guard, for instance, were
3,000 troops to Kuwait - tripling being scattered throughout the
U.S. ground forces in the country country In an effort to ensure
- "to discourage any creative that his government remains in
thinking" by Iraqi leader Saddam power, according to Iraqi travelers arriving in Jordan.
Hussein.
Iraq also dispatched diplomats
At the same time. Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright ruled to several Arab countries that
out any massive military inva- Joined the U.S.-led coalition in
sion of Iraq. "The administration the Gulf War, seeking their supdoes not agree with those who port.
Cohen flew about 50 miles outsuggest we should deploy hundreds of thousands of American side Kuwait City on Monday to
troops to engage militarily in a visit this desert air base, which Is
ground war in Iraq," Albright surrounded by the broken and
bombed-out remains of concrete
said in a speech in Washington.
The latest deployment of U.S. bunkers hit by U.S. strike airground forces was disclosed by a craft in 1991 after the Iraqi invasenior military official traveling sion.
"You are the best and the
in the region with Defense Secretary William Cohen. He said up to brightest America has to offer,"
3,000 troops from Fort Hood, Cohen told the crowd of mostly
Texas, will be sent to Kuwait U.S. Air Force men and women.
over the next 10 days or so to "You are great warriors and diphelp defend Iraq's southern lomats."
Walking through the crowd,
neighbor.
"The purpose is to ensure the the former senator from Maine
security of Kuwait," the official told them, "It's important to look
"The purpose is to ensure the at your faces so when I sign a desecurity of Kuwait," the official ployment order I take Into acsaid, speaking on condition of count those faces." The defense
anonymity. "It's to discourage secretary spent nearly an hour
creative thinking on (Saddam handing out special medallions
and posing for photos.
Hussein's) part."
"We're locked and loaded,"
Although Cohen had not formally signed the deployment or- said Col. James Coning, a deputy
der, a Pentagon official said commander for Air Logistics
Monday, "The forces have been with the Ohio National Guard,
requested and that request is be- who turned out to hear Cohen.
"Just let us loose."
ing considered and processed."
Buck Buckingham, an F-16 piThey will join 1,500 Army
troops who have been using lot from Denver due to return
Ml-Al tanks, armored Bradley home in a week with his unit
troop carriers and other vehicles from the Colorado National
during a scheduled exercise in Guard, said he would be disapthe desert emirate. The United pointed if military action was
States deployed 541,000 ground ordered after he left.
"Not that we want war, no,"
troops during the 1991 Persian
said Buckingham, whose jet is
Gulf War.
The armored vehicles were armed with Maverick infrared
stored in Kuwait after the Gulf missiles designed to destroy
War and have been used re- tanks and armored vehicles.
peatedly by U.S. troops in train- "We're trained to protect the
ing exercises.
unnco
.Mates, and
ana we want
warn to be
oc
United States,
The Associated Press

|

Stationed in the Persian Gulf, the USS George Washington prepares a
F-14B for launch.
able to do what we're trained to
do."
Marine Gen. Anthonv Zinni,
the top U.S. military commandeer in the region, accompanied
Cohen on the tour.
Deployment of additional soldiers to Kuwait had been rumored for weeks at the Pentagon.
Another senior official traveling with Cohen stressed that the
ground troops would not take
part In any ground attack against
Iraq.

steps in addition to military
force, such as support for democratic opposition to Saddam.
In her speech, Albright said:
"We do agree fully with the bipartisan leadership of Congress
that Iraq cannot be allowed to get
away with its flagrant violation
of U.N. Security Council resolutions."
Blaming the crisis on Saddam,
she said the Iraqi president had
pursued a fantasy in thinking he
could get economic sanctions lifted without opening suspected
weapons sites to U.N. inspections,

Should President Clinton decide to take military action
against Iraq, Pentagon officials
have said It would be a substan"Saddam's dream Is the
tial airstrike Involving combat
aircraft based in Kuwait, Bah- world's nlgthtmare," she said.
rain and the Indian Ocean Island
Meanwhile, Sen. John McCain,
of Diego Garcia. There also
would be strikes from cruise R-Ariz., in a Senate floor speech
missiles launched from the Navy Monday, decried as "deeply disturbing" the Saudi government's
ships in the Persian Gulf region.
decision against supporting air
Cohen has been seeking sup- strikes.
port for Washington's hard-line
stance against Iraq during
State Department spokesman
several days of talks with Per- James Foley said, however, that
sian Gulf leaders.
if it came down to military acIn Washington, Senate Repub- tion, "we are going to receive the
lican leader Trent Lott said the support that is required from the
United
ui"«« States
HUIH should
snumu consider
unum° Saudis."
Saudis.

Don't drink and drive.

Student Organizations Funding Information Session

|

PI«A • 3 GREAT CRUSIS • SUPER SUBS • BUFf ALO WINGS • BREADSIIX

DOMINO'S
DELIVERS
$5.55 MENU

Tuesday, February 10, 1998, 5:30 PM, Alumni Room. 5tudent Union
OR
Wednesday, February 11, 1998, 9.00 PM, Community Suite. Student Union

• LUNCH • DINNER • LATE NIGHT-

A representative from each student organization requesting general fee funds should attend

353-MEGA

Reasons to come:
• the funding process has been revised

FAST FRIENDLY FREE DELIVFRV ■ NOBODY HAS OUR PREMIUM QUALITY A VARIETY

$5.55 STUDENT VALUE MENU

• funding request forms will be distributed
• the information will be useful as organizations
complete funding requests

- ORDER BY NUMBER •
OLarge Cheese Pizza
©Medium 1 -Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
MEGA DEAL
$
•Small 2-Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
O10 Wings. Breadstix & 1 Coke
Any CIM Ptn» «
upio«H
•1 Footlong Sub & 1 Coke
•Cheesybread, 5-Piece Wings & 1 Coke
•Small Cheese Pizza & 5-Piece Wings
•Small Cheese Pizza & 1 order of Cheesybread
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 9 9 e
• CHOOSE FROM 3 GREAT CRUSTS •

I

• the pizza and pop are free!

Questions? Contact Amy 0'Ponnell at the Office of Student Life. 372-2843

MATCH POINT

MATCH POINT

MATCH POINT

When building a campfire,
clear a 5-foot area around
the pit down to the soil.

When putting out a
campfire, drown the fire,
stir it, and drown it again.

Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.

REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

REMEMBER. ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

REMEMBER. ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

t 'p^ B

•

ft£k«*-»tfMU«Q»f-.M

«TH

8" 1

Handtossed, Thincrust, or Deep DishiDnp Dun Em)

ADD TO ANY SPECIAL
A) 4 Breadstix & Sauce 99c
B) New Cheesybread SI.99

1616 E Wooster
Greenwood Center

I

C) 2 Cans ot Coke 99c
D) 5-Piece Wings SI.99

GO FALCONS #1
F I
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Tigers!

Continued from page one.

Graduate Student Senate about
the issue of moving the date up
for receiving financial aid.
There are two stipulations to
making this new plan work for
students: he or she must be registered for at least 12 credit hours.
Second, all the financial aid
forms must be done early, Martini said.
"I am most concerned with the
new student in the fall who does
not know the financial aid routine," said Martini.
One change that will occur

with the changed date is bookstore and parking ticket charges;
they will not be deducted from
the refund checks. This means
extra billings will take place.
Woods and Bradley are very
pleased with Martini's openmindedness in changing the student
financial aid refund checks.
"We raised awareness and
brought our concerns to the administration, then worked
together to try and make things
better," said Woods. "This
proves that if you get everyone
Involved, things can happen,"
said Bradley.

Rancher testifies Oprah
comment hurt industry
air in Japan, Engler replied: "I
dldnt know that, but many of the
AMARILLO, Texas - Oprah Japanese beef buyers are based
Winfrey's show on mad cow in the United States."
disease was a "bomb" dropped on
the cattle Industry, a cattleman
Ms. Winfrey's attorney,
testified Monday.
Charles Babcock, attempted to
Although other TV shows aired show that $4 million of the $5.78
segments on the disease before million Engler claims to have lost
Ms. Winfrey did, it was she who resulted from trades or "hedges"
did the ranchers In, said Paul the stockman made on the cattle
Engler, chief executive of Cactus futures market May 2,1996.
Feeders Inc., one of the largest
cattle feeders in the world.
By that time, Babcock said,
"I thought the market would cattle prices had rebounded to
bounce back, but it was obvious higher than the date of the mad
that the Impact of Ms. Winfrey's cow episode and a cattlemen's
show was profound because survey had shown Americans
cattle prices just kept going still had 80 percent confidence In
down," he said.
beef.
Engler and other cattlemen are
suing Ms. Winfrey, her producAlso, Ms. Winfrey had aired a
tion company and vegetarian acfollowup episode on April 23,
tivist Howard Lyman for more
1996, allowing only pro-beef
than $10.3 million over an April
16, 1996, episode during which comments.
the talk show host swore off
"Yet, you want Ms. Winfrey to
hamburgers. Texas law protects
agricultural products from de- pay for your bad business decision ... Is that right?" Babcock
famatory remarks.
Engler contended the price de- asked.
cline forced him to sell his cattle
"Yes, sir. Absolutely," Engler
at a loss.
responded. "The damage was
"The Oprah Winfrey Show' done on the Initial show."
was the bomb that set it all off,"
Mad cow disease is a brainhe said. "Our exports were doing
very well until •The Oprah Win- destroying disorder that has affrey Show,' which put fears in the flicted cattle in Britain since the
countries that bought our cattle." late 1980s. In 1996, British scienHe also blamed the talk show tists said humans might have
for reduced beef exports to contracted a similar disease by
Japan. When told the show didn't eating infected beef.
The Associated Press

Associated Press photo

Jack Hanna holds two Bengal Tiger cubs, Monday, at the groundbreaking ceremony for the new Exxon Endangered Tiger Exhibit at

the Dallas Zoo. The two cubs will be featured in the exhibit.

FALL 1998 LEASING
Come sign up today!
UNITS GOING FAST!
Check It Out!

Add impact to your
project at Kinko's.

Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
•
•
•
•

Ridge Manor Apartments
Frazee Ave. Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
Field Manor Apartments

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915,921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
Units#49-72 Newly Remodeled for Fall 1998 A/C,
New Carpet, and fireplaces

808 Frazee Avenue

When you need to add impact to your project, try full-color copies at Kinko's. Take advantage
of one FREE hour of Internet Access time to research, upload or download up-to-date
information. You have easy access to the digital world at Kinko's.

Newly Constructed for Fall" 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C & Fireplaces

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
3 bedrooms/2 full baths, A/C, Fireplaces,
&Microwaves

Color Copies

Rent one hour and get one hour TRIE, up to one hou
customer at participating locations only. Subject to av.nl
Includes Macintosh and IBM self-serve or design workstations.

Receive 8/." * II" lull of self-serve, full col ■
for just 99C each. Limit 50. Resizing cosi

BOWLING GREEN
115 Railroad St.
354-3977

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717

Rent ONE hour,
get ONE hour FREE
Internet Access

kinko'sTh e new way to of f i ce .•
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Mon.-Fri. (9 am. - 5 p.m.)
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Saturday (9 a.m. - 1 p.m.) GREENBRIAR, INC.
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115 Railroad St.
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Most locations open 24 hours. 7 day* a watk. More than 850 locations worldwide.
For more information visit our web site at www.kinkos.com or call 1-800-2-KINKOS.
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Victims finally receive aid
The Associated Press

RUSTAQ, Afghanistan - The
first desperately needed aid
trickled in Monday for earthquake victims in Afghanistan's
mountains - on trucks where
roads were passable, on donkeys
where snow and ice were too
deep.
Survivors slowly walked out,
with stories of whole families
lost
Frozen bodies were strewn
across devastated towns and
villages, many still unburied
after Wednesday's 6.1-magnitude
quake crumbled hillside homes
of mud and brick or burled them
under landslides.
Rescue workers say as many as
5,000 died in the quake and a series of ruinous aftershocks.
One girl wept as she tried to
recount how her entire family of
seven was crushed under the
rubble of their home in the
northeastern village of Khojah
Khlrat.
"It's so painful, so painful,"
7-year-old Bahrish whispered,
her eyes brimming with tears. "I
don't know if I have any relatives
left."
She was among more than 100
people Monday in the only clinic
in the hard-hit town of Rustaq,
reached by an Associated Press
reporter on one of the first aid
flights into the quake area.
The patients lay in darkness on
the building's dirt floor - the

clinic's power had gone out.
Hundreds of villagers carried
heavy bundles and led goat herds
down muddy roads in the region,
seeking shelter or fleeing in fear
of more tremors.
A Pakistani air force cargo jet
and a Red Cross turbo-prop plane
landed in nearby Hajaghar on
Monday, bringing medical and
sanitation supplies, blankets and
tents to the thousands left homeless in temperatures below freezing.
Military trucks carrying the
relief supplies lumbered slowly
toward Rustaq, 25 miles away,
where hundreds of quake refugees were seeking shelter. "We
don't know where the (refugees)
will stay, and we are trying to organize a camp so they don't just
spread around the town," said
Juan Martinez of the Red Cross.
Qari Amir Allam, an official
with the military alliance that
controls the region, said Monday
that at least 4,000 people were
killed in the quake and subsequent aftershocks. Previous estimates have ranged from 2,000
to 5,000.
Twenty villages were destroyed or damaged by the landslides, said Allam, who met the
cargo flight.
"The dead bodies now are frozen," Allam said. "We must dig
them up and bury them properly."
Allam said the latest aftershock rumbled through one or

Dinosaurs

two villages Sunday, killing more
than 200 people.
"We desperately need outside
help," he said, as Pakistani
cadets and Afghan forces unloaded more than 200 blankets
and 200 tents from the cargo jet,
which later returned to Islamabad.
Aid groups have been scrambling to reach the area, nestled at
the Junction of the Hindu Kush
and Pamir mountains, since Friday, when reports of the first
quake emerged.
A U.N. team was approaching
Rustaq on donkeys and horses
after a U.N. truck convoy proved
unable to make its way through
snow-covered mountain passes.
The team reached a village on
the outskirts of the affected area,
where it reported 320 people had
died and 400 were injured, local
officials told Khallli.
The U.N. trucks, carrying
thousands of pounds of blankets,
plastic sheeting and high protein
biscuits, were expected to reach
Rustaq on Tuesday by another
route.
Volunteers from neighboring
areas were bringing whatever
food they could spare and even a
few pairs of shoes for homeless
survivors, Khallli said.

Europe to unify its currency
The Associated Press

FRANKFURT, Germany German economic professors
appealed to European leaders
Monday to postpone the debut of
a common currency for the continent, saying financial conditions are "most unsuitable" for
the euro.
A petition signed by more than
ISO professors and published in
the Frankfurter Allgemeine and
London's Financial Times was
just the latest warning from
Germany's leading experts that
Europe should delay the euro's
Jan. 1 debut
The critics say European countries have failed to reduce their
deficits and debts to levels low
enough to make a single
European currency successful.
European leaders want a single
currency, believing it will become a rival to the U.S. dollar
and make the continent an eco-

nomic powerhouse.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, who
has made the euro central to his
platform for his race for an unprecedented fifth term, said the
currency union would begin as
planned.
•The time Is right for the
euro," Foreign Minister Klaus
Kinkel added, noting that dozens
of other economics professors
have endorsed the plan.
In Brussels, the monetary affairs spokesman for the
European Union's executive
branch said declining interest
rates show that financial markets
support the euro.
"We consider it totally irreversible. There's no question of
postponing," Patrick Child said.
Four German professors filed
a lawsuit last month in Germany's highest court, saying the currency union is bound to fail because prospective members cannot meet strict fiscal require-

I. I, ) I I I I I I
J—I Apartment living
NOT
what you expected?
•Summer 1998 and Fall 1998 Leasing!
•Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
[•utilities included
'•space available immediately
•no rent payments during school breaks
(•semester leases
•close to campus
|*on-site laundry facility

Call Newman Housing
jfor details on hassle-free living
354-2191

I I I I I I I

ments set out in the EU's 1992
single currency agreement.
The petition published Monday
makes the same argument. Organized by Manfred Neumann of
Bonn and Renate Ohr of Hoehenheim, the letter was signed by
155 professors.
In attempts to satisfy critics at
home. Kohl has urged European
contenders for the euro to adhere
to strict requirements such as
limiting budget deficits to 3 percent of gross national product.
But those critics, including the
four plaintiffs who filed the lawsuit, maintain that Germany and
EU members are making unrealistic adjustments to meet the
criteria. The practice has been
derisively called "creative accounting" - speeded-up privatizations, pension fund transfers
and other maneuvers to raise
money.

AiiacUlrd Pre■■ photo

A replica of a Mamcnchisaurus dinosaur stands outside the Center of Science and Industry in Columbus. The dinosaur is part of COSI's travelling exhibit on the extinct creatures.
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TOUR GUIDE FOR A DAY!!!!!
Show your BG spirit and give a tour of our campus on
President's Day. February loth! Volunteers are needed
to give a one hour tour of the campus.
If you are
interested, come
to one of the two
training sessions
on Tuesday.
February 10th or
Wednesday. February
11th in 103 Olscamp
from 9-10 pm. Any
questions, call 372-9866.

In an instant
a stroke can
change your life
forever

V

American Heart
Association.'
Fighrmg Mean Disease

•tfSfttt*

Reduce your risk factors

fm TONIGHT

*

> OPEN MIC NIGHT f
19 and Over Every Night

DON'T MISS THE DEADLINE!!!
Mid Am Manor
Charlestown Apartments &
Schmaltz Properties
are leasing for next year

-Within walking distance of campus
-Air conditioning
2 bdrm, furnished or unfurnish
-Gas heat*, water, sewer furnished for
residents

'(Chariatown Apu.-heat not included)

CALL NOW!!
641 Third St Apt. 4 BG
3524380

32 oz. Jars S 2.2 5
$1 Miller bottles
All Night!
TUBS.:
S1 Well Drinks
All Night!
Wo: St.50 Long Island
Ice Teas
TrnflS LADIES NIGHT
$1.50 Frozen
Margaritas
FPJ:
Great Happy Hours
S»T & SUN: Open at Noon
Happy hour until 9pm
Free Popcorn
Everynightl
MON:

4partt
irient8 for,
St

P

"»mer
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ninth
r
2
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GFEAT SANDWCie &
APPETIZERS
HAPPY HCXR EVWYDAY
4PM - 9PM 300 E Wcosrm

354-429Q

400 Napoleon Road 352-9135
Mon. -Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-2
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<? SPORTS

Sports Editor
Jason McMahon
3722602

Jack Frost claiming
spotlight at Olympics
The Associated Press
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Speedslcater Casey FilzRandolph, a native of Verona, Wis., is in third place in the men's 500-meter competition going into today's final.

skiers.
"You want snow because it's a
NAGANO, Japan ~ Another winter event, but it's like, 'WE'day, another heavy snowfall at VE GOT ENOUGH NOW,
the Nagano Olympics, forcing THANK YOU,"' said U.S. skier
postponement of the women's Picabo Street, who was schedsupcr-G while sending skiers, uled to make her first Nagano
snowboarders and their medal appearance in the super-G. There
hopes skidding around the was no word on when the race
would be rescheduled.
Japanese mountains.
Four medals were at stake
Another day, another medal for
Russian cross-country skier Lar- Tuesday in the Winter Olympics
issa Lazutina - the 100th gold col- The U.S. team, coming off a bestlected by her country in the Win- ever 13 medals in Lillehammer,
is looking for its first medal in
ter Olympics.
While Lazutina was taking the Japan - and looks to have a good
gold medal in the women's 5-ki- shot in speedskating.
lometer classical race, a dozen
skiers slid out of the competition Symbols of culture and cash on
in heavy snow that affected ma- CBS
neuverability and visibility in the
One symbol is an ancient
first half of the men's combined Japanese spiritual marking that
slalom. Hermann Maier, the resembles a swastika. The other
dominant skier in this year's is a commercial logo signifying
World Cup, barely escaped a spill global corporate business.
CBS has reasons for displaying
and finished 11th.
The American women snow- both symbols, but only one is
boarders fared no better. Al- legitimate.
The swastikalike symbol, the
though expected to be in medal
contention, all four fell in the Japanese manji, appears on front
heavy, steady snow during the of the Zenko-ji Temple, the home
first run on the Mt. Yakebitai of CBS' prime-time studio, and
was seen during Olympic covercourse.
The third cqnsecutive day of age last weekend.
postponements, the result of at
Far more apparent was the
least two feet of new snow since Nike swoosh, which was pasted
the weekend, means no Alpine all over the apparel of the netmedals until Wednesday at the work's announcers.
earliest. The ceaseless delays
CBS has tried to keep the swaswere starting to bother the tika symbol off camera, but it did

1998
Winter Games
creep Into the coverage a few
times on Saturday night, drawing
phone calls from viewers. Primetime host Jim Nantz quickly addressed the question Sunday, explaining the symbol during a
piece on the history of the temple.
The symbol is called the manji,
or mark of 10,000. The number
10,000 in Asian tradition Is a metaphor for good fortune. Today in
Japan, the symbol is used in its original meaning of temple. It is
frequently seen on the front of
Buddhist temples, and is often
used on maps to Indicate the position of temples, much like a cross
is used to mark a church in the
United States.
The Nazi party adapted the
manji to use as the symbol for its
quest for Aryan dominance They
reversed it, flipping it over right
to left, and rotated it 45 degrees
to create the Nazi swastika.
While most networks do have
apparel deals, CBS' Is different
because the logo is so prevalent
The money-first decision has
turned Its announcers Into billboards.

killed
FitzRandolph sets
record, still in third
a.m.
Ferry was pronounced dead at
MARLBORO, NJ. - Clark B. the scene.
Ferry was one of 25 bobsled"C J" Ferry, who aspired to a position on the U.S. Olympic bobs- ders on the national development
led team, died Saturday morning team, which trains for domestic
after being struck by a car on and World Cup competitions. The
members of the U.S. Olympic
Route 9, police said.
Ferry, a 21-year-old from bobsledding team are selected
Jackson, was apparently walking from the development squad.
Patrick Brown, who runs the
on the southbound side of the
highway near Route 520 when he development team, said Ferry
was struck by a pickup truck dri- would have had a shot at making
ven by James M Takacs, 33, also the 2002 Olympic team.
"He could have done anything
of Jackson, police said.
The Marlboro police traffic he wanted," Brown told The Asbureau Is Investigating the acci- bury Park Press for Monday's
dent, which occurred around 3:30 editions. "He had the fire and deThe Associated Press
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termination to get to any level he
wanted."
Meanwhile, in Nagano, the
Games went on.
■ SPEEDSKATING: Casey
FitzRandolph of Verona, Wis.,
stands third after the first leg of
the men's 500 meters. FitzRandolph set an Olympic record in
his spin around the M-Wave
arena; unfortunately, so did three
others, and FitzRandolph trails
two of them.
World record holder Hlroyasu
Shimizu of Japan is first and Kevin Overland of Canada second
heading into the final run Tuesday.

■Medal count, page eight.
■ MEN'S COMBINED SLALOM: Mario Reiter of Austria
had the fastest time of 47.37 seconds on the first run, nearly
three-quarters of a second faster
than the 48.09 posted by Lasse
Kjus of Norway. Matt Grosjean
of Aliso Viejo, Calif., was third In
48.32.
Only 26 of the 38 racers flnished the first run, with the rest
succumbing to the difficult conditions.
■ LUGE: The Olympics could
not have started better for Wendel Suckow, or ended more bitterly. The luger from Marquette,
Mich., who had hoped to win the
first U.S. medal ever in the luge,
set a track record on his first run
- but wound up finishing sixth.

'Racing sausage' wins again
outside every beer hall where he,
his medals and his now-famous
booties stop off to quaff a cold
NAGANO, Japan - "Booty- one. Which, given Hackl's repugate" ended Monday pretty much tation, will probably be quite a
the way it began. With more ali- few.
The best finish by an Ameribis about why Americans still
can't win for luglng and with can, meanwhile, was a sixth place
Georg Hackl, the legendary "rac- by Wendell Suckow. That result
ing sausage," cementing his was especially disappointing
place In the sport as the greatest since the Spiral track here was
the same one where Suckow won
slider ever.
Hackl's win may not be a big a World Cup gold medal last year.
deal where you live. But it is He broke the track record with
where he grew up, In the shadow his first run on the opening day
of Germany's storied Koenigssee of competition Sunday. But after
seeing Hackl, wearing new,
track.
And when he goes home, the bright yellow booties, lower it by
stocky, 31-year-old soldier, now a another three-quarters of a secthree-Olymplcs-in-a-row gold ond, Suckow never recovered.
Even so. It probably had nothmedalist, will undoubtedly hear
shouts of "You da welsswurstl" ing to do with a sequence of

By Jim Lltko
Associated Press columnist
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Team Carats, scores vs. China in a preliminary game.
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Austria's Mario Reiter leads the men's downhill.

A look ahead
HAKUBA, Japan - In a country of temples and tradition, no Olympic event carrial more importance for the boat Japanese than ski jumping.
At Sapporo in 1972. Japanese jumpers swept all three places in the normal hill,
which was then a 70-meter leap, for their country's only medals of the games.
The normal hill is now 90 meters, and the event will be held on Wednesday. ■
national holiday - meaning much of the nation will be watching Masahilco Harade'i
bid for redemption.
For four years. Harada has carried the burden of failure after an incredible col
laps* on the final Jump at the Lillehammer Olympics cost his country the gold medal in the 120-meter team competition. Now, at last, comas his chance to gat even.
The ski jumping will be shown by CBS-TV Tuesday night, sharing top baling with
the weather-delayed men's downhill, headlined by defending champion Tommy
Moe and World Cup leader Hermann Maier.
CBS also will show pairs figure skating, the second round in the men's SOO-meter
speedskating, the first two runs in the woman's luge and the women's 5-kilomstsr
-nistll T! cross-country skiing.
The ski jump is one of the moat graceful events of the Olympics with competitors
sailing into the sky, sometimes seeming to soar like birds high over the horiion.
Japan was in position to claim the team gold at lillehammer, needing only one
final routine jump from Harada, the world champion His first Jump had bean 122
meters, well beyond the 105 he needed to clinch the gold
As Harada prepared for the final jump, Jens Weissfiog of Germany, the
120- meter gold medalist, congratulated him on the obvious Japanese victory. In an
instant, however, that gold turned to silver when Harada took off too early and produced the shortest jump in the competition, a mere 97.5 meters.
That left the Germans celebrating an unexpected gold and Harada in tears over
his failure. Had he Dean a victim of some last-second gamesmanship? Perhaps.
However, he blamed only himself, saying simply, "I felt the pressure."
The episode effected Harada for two years. He did not begin to regain his form
until 1996, but by last year he was the world champion at 120 meters and second at
90 r

events that saw Suckow make
several major life changes In the
span of a few minutes Monday:
He hit the finish line, retired
from the sport, turned to his girlfriend of the past few years and
proposed.
"I am finished," Suckow said,
presuming he meant only his athletic career. "What role I'll be
taking (with the U.S. program) In
the future Is yet to be seen."
And just like that, Americans
lost their most accomplished
luger ever, forced to console
themselves for four more years
with the idea that it's not Just a
A ■■•elates Pre •■ >>•<•
cult sport, but one that only the
truly demented ever master. Germany's Georg Hackl won his
There Is Just no other way to ex- third consecutive gold medal in
the luge, tying a record held by
• See SAUSAGE, page nine. five others.

r 2 Lazutina wins Russia's 100th gold
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The Associated Press

HAKUBA, Japan - For Larissa
Lazutina, the numbers were one
and 100 - the first individual
Olympic gold medal for her and
the 100th Winter Games gold for
her nation.
Lazutina burst into tears after
winning the women's 5-kilometer
cross-country race Tuesday
(Monday night EST).
Although the 32-year-old Russian had won two relay titles and
took the silver In the women's
30K two days earlier, Lazutina
broke down when she saw KaterIna Neumannova cross the finish
line In what she then knew was
second place.

Lazutina clocked 17 minutes,
37.9 seconds in snowy conditions
on the rough Snow Harp course
with the Czech 4.8 sect ds
slower.
World Cup standings leader
Bente Martlnsen won the bronze
In 17:49.4.
■ SNOWBOARDING: The
women's giant slalom, postponed
24 hours by the snow, went off ~
much to the chagrin of the
favored U.S. team, which slipped
out of medal contention on the
tricky course. The highest American finisher, Sondra Van En of
Ketchum, Idaho, was 16th after
the first run.
French favorite Karine Ruby
was the leader, "he second run

Women's

"*>
NACANO
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•
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Competition

was slated for Tuesday afternoon.
"It's a race of survival," said
U.S. snowboarder Rosey Fletcher, who wiped out on her run.
"The snow is quite hard underneath. There's like really hard
'death cookies' - Ice chunks. It's
really inconsistent."
■ SKATING: When the pairs
figure skaters return to the ice
Tuesday night (Tuesday morning
EST) for the freestyle competition, two-time Olympic medalist

Artur Dmltriev of Russia and his
new partner, Oksana Kazakova,
will hold the lead. A pair of
American couples will vie for
medals - two-time U.S. champions Kyoko Ina and Jason DungJen, and Jennl Meno and Todd
Sand.
The first couple Is In fourth
place after the short program,
the latter In sixth. The freestyle
program is worth two-thirds of
the final score.
In action late Monday:
■ HOCKEY: The U.S. women's team scored four goals over
eight minutes late In the second
period on Its way to a 7-1 victory
over Sweden, theJr second
straight win.

I
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Sports Briefs
Jones collars third POW award
TOLEDO - Bowling Green forward Charlorta Jones was
named the Mid-American Conference Player of the Week, the
league announced Monday. It is Jones' third honor of the season.
The 5-10 senior from Columbus, scored a career-high 32 points
and had eight rebounds in a victory over Ball State in addition to
20 points and 13 rebounds in a win against Northern Illinois. She
hit ll-of-14 shots from the field against Ball State and was
10-of-llattheline.
Miami of Ohio's Wally Szczerbiak and Akron's Jami Bosley
shared the men's honors.

Hornets' Mason facing rape charges
NEW YORK - Friends, family and fans rallied around Charlotte Hornets forward Anthony Mason as he posted bail on sex
charges involving 14- and lS-year-old sisters.
"If he says he didn't do it, I believe he didn't do it," said Ken
Fielder, Mason's high school coach at Springfield Gardens in
Queens. "I know how he is."
Mason's brother, A.J. Kelley, also insisted his brother is innocent.
"Anybody that knows them - they know the (allegations are)
false," he said.
Mason, 31, was facing formal charges that he and a cousin
committed statutory rape and sexual abuse of the two girls.
Prosecutors and detectives said Mason and his cousin, William
Duggins, 24, an unemployed construction worker, met the girls
during a benefit basketball game at York College in Queens on
Friday night.
The men are accused of engaging in unspecified sexual activity and sexual Intercourse during the drive to Duggins' home in
Queens and during a party at the house.
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••••••••••••
Winter Olympic Medals Table
By The Associated Press
Nation...G...S...B...Tot
Russia..2...1...0...3
Germany... 1...0...2..J
Italy...0...2...1...3
Norway.. .0...1.. ,2...3
Netherlands... 1...1 ...0... 2
Bulgaria...1..0...0..1
Canada...1...0...0...1
Finland...1 ...0.0. 1
Czech Republic...0...1...0...1
Ukraine...0...1...O...l
Belgium...!)...0...1...1
Switzerland.. .0...0...1...1

* The BG New$/WBGU-FM *
Falcon

Shawn
Tinuii
• Hockey •
Freshman
Lancaster, N V
Tlmin earned Ihe CCHA
Defensive Player of the Week
award as he led BG to a threegame unbeaten suing.

Athletes
of the
Week
* Feb. 2-8 *
Honorable Mention: Hulna
women's track: Laura
;u. women's track; Usa
women's track: Jay
Keys, men's basketball; Tony
Reld. men's basketball.

••••••••••••

Senior

Columbus
Jones scored a total of 52
points in BG's victories over
Northern Illinois and Ball
State. Against the Cardinals.
Jones set a career high with 32
points as the Falcons Improved
to 17-4 overall and 11-1 In the
Mid American Conferem c

RedHawks seek
road sweep

Ready for launch

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

COLUMBUS - The Eastern Conference champion Columbus
Quest will receive a first-round bye before taking the homecourt
advantage Into the semifinals at Battelle Hall, the ABL announced Monday.
After sitting out the first round, the Quest will play the winner
of the No. 4 and 5 seeds starting Feb. 28. The second game of the
best-of-three series is the next night at the opposing team's
arena. The semifinal title game, if needed, would be played
March 3 at Battelle Hall.
Dates have yet to be set for the best-of-five ABL finals, won
last year by the Quest.

Knoblauch sounds a lot like Steinbrenner
NEW YORK - Chuck Knoblauch, in Yankee Stadium for the
first time as a Yankee, sounded a lot like George Steinbrenner.
"I hate losing," he said Monday. "I never get used to it. I never
will get used to it."
The All-Star second baseman, acquired from Minnesota last
week for four minor leaguers and S3 million, wanted to escape
the low-budget Twins, 68-94 last season and 18 1/2 games out of
first. After helping win the 1991 World Series in his rookie
season, Knoblauch wanted the chance to play in the postseason
again.
"I wasn't a very happy person to be around the last few years,
because I do take baseball seriously," he said.
As he pushed for Minnesota to trade him, Knoblauch was
labeled as moody, even selfish. He said it was a byproduct of the
losses.

J FLORIDA®
—^SPRINC BREAK

SANPPIPE

• Basketball •

BG News Graphic by Scotl Brown

Quest playoff dates are announced

FROM $149 PER WEEK

Charlotta
Jones

BG News Phoro by Jaton Bowen

BG's women competed in the pole vault for only the second time at home on Saturday at the Field House. The Falcons finished runner-up to Ball State in the team
meet.

They did it twice in Oxford. Can they pull
off the sweep, or will Michigan prevail?
That has to be the first thought of the
weekend as the Miami RedHawks head up to
Ann Arbor to face the Wolverines in another
key Central Collegiate Hockey Association
game. The game is televised on Fox Sports
Net.
The third-place RedHawks (13-6-4 CCHA)
trail Michigan (17-4-1 CCHA) by five points,
while Michigan State resides in second at
14-4-4 with 32 points.
A RedHawk win would bring them to
within three points of first place, while a
Wolverine win would move them even closer
to clinching home ice in the first round of the
playoffs as well as another CCHA regularseason title.
With two of the CCHA's top goalies in
Michigan's Marty Turco and Miami's Trevor
Prior going head to head, the game figures to
be a defensive struggle, which fits into both
teams' style of play. When allowing three
goals or less, the Wolverines are 21-3-1,
while the RedHawks are 15-1-4.
Resurgent Ohio State resides in fourth
place in the CCHA with 29 points, while
Northern Michigan is fifth with 27 points.
The Buckeyes and RedHawks moved past
the Wildcats last weekend.
Northern Michigan was idle over the
weekend, while Ohio State defeated Michigan State 4-2 Friday and tied AlaskaFairbanks 4-4 Saturday. Miami tied Michigan State 0-0 Saturday and beat AlaskaFairbanks 3-2 Friday. Michigan upended
Lake Superior 4-1.
The scoreless tie between Miami and
Michigan State was only the third in CCHA
history. The other two came on Dec. 10,1994
when Miami tied at Notre Dame and March
1,1997 when the Spartans tied the Falcons at
Bowling Green.
After facing Michigan Saturday, Miami
will return to Ohio for a battle with BG. This
will be the first meeting between the two.
The Wolverines will host Northern Michigan in another crucial battle Saturday. The
two teams split in Marquette, Mich in
November.
The Wildcats travel to BG to face the upstart Falcons before the showdown in Ann
Arbor. BG is 2-0-1 in its last three contests
• See CCHA, page nine.

FREE DRAFT BEER ALL WEEK LONG
> OUTDOOR HEATED POOLS ■ I INDOOR HEATED POOL
HUGE BEACH FRONT HOT TUB
LAZY RIVER RIDE • SUITES UP TO 10 PERSONS
SAILBOATS • TIKI BEACH BAR • JET SKIS • PARA5AILS
HOME OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY"

1027 N. Main

Is this YOU trying to
connect to the Internet?

Ir/s vour choice...

Sun. - Thurs. 7am until Upm.
Fri. - Sat. 7am until 12am.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

NEWIPVEl

WITH FREE GAS HEAT
• 222 S. College #18.
#2 - 1 bdrm unfurn
• 222 S. College - Efficiency

DACOR

Rentals

DACOR Computer Systems

328 S. Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620

• 228 S. College #K - #0 - 2
bdrm unfurn & furn

«$»

'Washer/dryer on premises

519 W. Wooster St, BowPng Green, Ohio
352.3568 sales@dacor.net www.dacor.net
Technical consultant to numerous BGSU departments.
Member: Better Business Bureau
Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce
BG Downtown Business Association

LIMIT FOUR.

(Good through the whole year.)

'CALL FOR INFO: 1-800-874-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.coni ('rates per person i

Now there's a
much better wav!

BIG BOY*

10% discount to all students &
faculty with a college ID.

• 228 S. College #A - #J
- 1 bdrm unfurn & furn

Save UP
.40
to

Mil I'UN e<»„,| f„r $1.60 off mrh Hi* B»y» Snndwirli
piirrhiiM- LIMIT 4. Dine In, Carry-Out or Driv Thru.
Not valid uilh ulhi-r daWMaMl «r uffwi.
V.IM only .1 BOWLIM; (iHKEN.OH BiB Boy* location..

Family
Big Boy Restaurant
—

Expires
2, 1998,
Acct. #5

MARCH
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CCHA

points on three goals and two assists over the weekend.

Continued from page eight.
including a 3-2 win on Saturday
at Western Michigan and a 1-1 tie
at Notre Dame the night before.

page 9

SAUSAGE

Pairwise Rankings

Continued from page seven.

The national pairwise rankings
Shawn Timm, BG's freshman through Feb. 7 had three CCHA
goaltender, was named the teams in the top six (Michigan
Bauer/CCHA Defensive Player State, second; Michigan, third;
Players of the Week
of the Week after recording 28 Miami, sixth) and four more
saves in two games over the teams in the top 20 (Ohio State,
Notre Dame junior left wing weekend. Timm's weekend save 12th; Northern Michigan, 16th;
Lake Superior, 19th; and Notre
Aniket Dhadphale was named the percentage was .952.
Dame, 20th).
Bauer/CCHA Offensive Player
of the Week after scoring five

plain the desire to go 80 mph
feet-first, without a clue about
what's in front of you.
More than anything else, luge
is about gravity and aerodynamics. It's about lying on a sled
and quivering from head to toe in
unison with the subtle shifts in
centrifugal force. It's about not
offering any tumed-up edges to

the wind - and doing all those
things while hurtling blind down
a slope with a drop from top to
bottom equal to a 30-story building.
Sliders call the ability to quiver
"gelling out," and that's what
Hackl does better than anybody
else. He flattens out on the sled
and lets the fast air wash over
him. The rest of the lugers try to
beat one another by slicing hun-

dredths of a second off their start
times. Hackl has the uncanny
ability to find speed much far
ther down the course.
His best start in four runs
placed him sixth among the 33
racers. But by the 10th turn of
each of those runs, somehow he
was the leader.
"To drive well," Hackl ex
plained in purposely cryptic English, "is to lie flat on the sled."

• 1SPRING BREAK""0ON'T GET
BURNED""SunSplaahll THE RELIABLE
SPRING BREAK CO. 12 YEARS EXP.
MILOWEST PRICES-FREE Tripe. PartieeDrtnka i Foodlll Jamaica. Cancun, Barbados
• US II Destinations ■ South Padre
Island/Panama City Beach » Daytona tr: |129
- Cat Sun Splash Tours Now" l BOO 426-7710
or www.aunsplaahtoura.com

Intereeled In Irving In a houesnf oo-op with
other aockKy and envlronmantewy conceme© atudenU? If to. than you ant Inviaad to
coma to a mee»ng to team about houeing poiiibiiiMi at Tha Wab, S2S E. Pike St. this
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12AT 6 PM.

****************************^
Schdarahip Applicationi
lor Arts 1 Sciences students
available 205 Admin Bldg
Application Deadline: March 6,1996.

Com* and anperlence cultures (urn
tfnouBhouI the world at
CUP OF CULTURE

The BG News
Classified
Ads

Wadnasday, February 11th,
7:10* 3Cpm
Whan? Room 300, Uoeeley Hall
Tha apaakarg this week will ba: Joyoa
and Paulino from: Kanya
snacu and drlnka wil ba provided

SERVICES

When?

372-6977
ir-Ji.idualofgrouponihebaaiiolraie.Mi.tolof.tfeed.
religion, national ongin. actual oncnialion. diubilily.
uatui a> a leteran. or on Iht bam of any other legally
proHcwd itHirt

Don't | uet alt there I Gat Involved with the March
ol Dimei and ba a pan of eomething epeoal.
Tuaaday. February to, at 9pmin 1002 BA.
Having Trouble deciding upon a major?
Vlait trie Collage ol Technology Open House
Thuraday. Fab. 19lh. 3-6pm
Dlacovar the excel lent education, career,
and compenaaton our graduates receive inArchltecture'Envlronmental deiign
Aviation Studies
Construction Managemeni
Electronic Technology
Manulacturing TeUinciogy
Mechanical Design Technology
Technology Education
Visual CommurMation Technology

CAMPUS EVENTS
BGSU BLOOD DRIVE
Today«vuFriday.Fab . I3«v
Fab. 10 In tha Commona Amanl Room
Fab. tl-i3lntr\e Union Ballroom
11 00 to 5 00 daily
Anyona la walcomal
CJOMeeono
Wad.9:1Soml03BA
Speaker: Tolado PD'l Vlca
Everyone la walcomal
Juat a rammdar I
Tha outatanding Sanior award appliaijoni ars
duaFabruary 16.1996 They mull ba turned in
n tha MHeti Alumni Center no later than 5:00
pm.

PRINT SALE
Monday. February 9th Friday February 13th
9:00 am- 7 DO pm
Student Services Forum
A portion of proceeds Irom tha print and
poster sale go toward Dane* Marathon
Sponsored by UAO
Questions' Call 372-7164.

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Caring
3S4-4673. BG Pregnancy Center

Serenade your ow**theart on J7U
2 Songs. 1 roe*, by M IB. (tuias)
Sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Contact BnarvOrew at 3M-1229 by 2711
ProCMd* ■ana« Dane. Marathon

Cup of Culture a achadulad B occur
bi-weekly Find out times and dates from
on-camoua fliers or any WSA members.
Sponsored and organs ad by World
Student AeeodanOn

The BG New, »ill ** knowingly accept ■dwrmemenB
thai dneniTMnMe or entourage diKnminaiion againu any

OFFERED

PERSONALS

Student Alumni Association
Extern Exparlenoa Informative Meeting I
Tuaaday, Fab. 17,9:1 Spjn., 101 BA
Gain practical work axpenenoa in your
major field of study"
USG Election
Applications for Praa/V.P. and Sarvasa at
large are now available Pick one up at USG ol
floa Rm. «04 Student Services Candidates
meeBng Wednesday Fab. 11 • pm, 2nd floor
Sudani Services Appllcetlon deadline la Tues.
Fab. 17th 5 pm.

III RUSH ALPHA OMIC RON PI III
AOII la IJnder Conatrueaon"
Com* see 9i* sisterhood we're building!
CunOui? Stop by the house on Tua. Fab. 10
orThur.Feb. 12#>8:00or9:O0pm.
W* look forward to seeing youl
III RUSH ALPHA OMCRON PI III

FREE I Dove-Thru Breakfast'
tomorrow I
Wednesday, February 11 th
7:00a.m. BaVOOam.
Barry Bagels doughnut!
Ground* lor Thought Coffee
orange | uica
fust drive-thru our parking lot at:

Woman In Commur-caoonsI
Into meat)ng tornt*
111 BA 9 00
Guys i Girls Welcomel
Bring a Mend
Any questions: Call Carey 352 7567

•TT-S FNAUY HERE. COME TO THE BIG
PLAYOBOUNO, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13 AT
THE RECREATION CENTER FROM 10
PM-1 A.M. YOU GET TO PLAY THE GAMES
YOU LOVE, DANCE TO JO'S MUSIC, WIN
SOME GREAT PRIZES AND HAVE A TON OF
FUN.-

Omega PM Alpha Omega PM Alpha
Congratuletlone to Aarin Smith on her r..
cant engagamant to Paul Locknar from Iho
alatera ol Omega PM Aloha

•" AOII AOII AOII"Congratulations to officer of the week Laura
PeculitVPE ii Great job Laural
•"AOII AOII AOII —

Community of Christ
Lutheran Church 1 Student Center
1124 E. Wooeter St. - Phone: 3S2-S101.

Kappa Alpha Kappa Alpha Kappa Alpha
Tha brothers ol Kappa Alpha Order would liko
to oongratulaie the l-iaam and Matt Srean tor
being chosen as Brothers of the Week.
Kappa Alpha Kappa Alpha Kappa Alpha

•" The Cookie Baikal "*
Sand a Valentine* cookie basket with a dozen
fresh baked cookie* to your aweathaartl Only
tl 5- free delivery in BGI
•Call 1-668-504 3587a,order"
A load SINGLE is Waiting
FORYOUI
I 900-285-9245 Eat 7907
$2.99 per minute 18Serv-U (619)645-8434.

LORAIN COUNTY STUDENTS:
PAID Summer IntemehipB
Soph, Jr. or Sr Educ, Soc.Wk. Rec. Mklg.
PR. CS. MIS, fPC, Writing. Fin.. PdiSo
or others to work at NonProm Orgs
Apply ©Coop:
310 Student Services Bldg 372-2481
Deedtne: February 20till

Alpha Phi • Kappa Alpha • Alpha Phi
The sisters ol Alpha Phi would Ike to thank tie
Kappa Alpha's lor the killing camaoonii We
would especially like o thank our houseboyi
John Wallace and Matt Sraani
Alpha Phi * Kappa Alpha * Alpha Phi

Now open
SouthSldaCvWaah
993 S. Mam (Behind Laundromat)
Touchless & Sail Serve.

O Phil O Phi 6 a Phi tO Phi B
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like to
congratulate our aweaome soccer bowl team
lor taking first place at Chi Omega* philanthropy I Great job 11
O Phi B O Phi 8 O Phi 10 Phi B

AZA AZA AZA

\Z\

Obeldlan Into, meeting
Tues. Feb. lOthtJ9:30 pm
202 West Hall
Any questions call 372-5960.
Interested In extra Income on the sk»? For
more Information call 419-427-0532.

\H\

AHA

\ZA

\£\

\3

9QtfQ8

UmKNTAU
Large & Small Houses
Still Available

211 E. Reed St. - 3 bedroom
311/316 E. Merry St. Apts
9 payment lease, fum.,A/C
300 block of E. Merry as low
as $420 a month
321 E. Merry St B - 6 bedrooms
And also several other Apts.
Also Rooms
Listing avail. 24hrs
Office 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325

7*i

cupn,

Alternative Clothing . Winter Wear
a (leaded/Hemp Jewelry a Imported
Cigars • Clove Cloarettes • Incense •
unkiue Candles a Tapestries • Stickers
• Posters • 200* Toe* • Patchwork
Pants • Holr Gutter (gold » elver) *
oitveri . Body Purifiers (100%
guarantee) • Holr Coloring

"GOOD COOKIN1.
COWBOY STYLE"

HUSH AlphasKOVMou
Tonight & Tomorrow Night

Open M-T-W-TH and Sal.

IWE RENT VIDEOS • Largest Collection ol
Spanish Videos • Hundreds of
Chaaren's Videos . Cornedy
445 E. Woottor
(At th* failioad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

Trorw 8:00 -8:45

and/9:00-9:^-5
Alphas Ki/ i> K0 Place/ to- be//
AEA

\ZA AZA AZA AZA AZA AZA AZA

*************************************************

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)
Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
IQUAl HOIltrMG
OPPOHTumtl

INTERVIEWS
RPS, Inc. is hiring part-time package
handlers to load and unload trucks.
• Year-Round Position
• 5 Shifts to Choose From
• 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days per Week
Assistance
VOHOUR •• Tuition
Paid Training •
TO
• Advancement Opportunities
• Weekly Pay
• No Union Dues
HOUR • Starting at $8.50-$9.00
• $.50 Raise after 90 Days
• Great Work-Out

$900

(across from Taco Bell)

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS ON "SUNRISE" SHIFT
3:00-8:00am Tues.-Sat.
We will be interviewing on campus

Thursday, February 12th.
Sign up Feb. 10&F6b. 11^
HAIR NAILS-JANNING
TOTALLY TROPICAL

at Career Services, 360 Saddlemire
Student Services Building

352-6459
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL
18 VISITS: $40.00
25 VISITS: $50.00
Expires 3/6/98
5 Beds 2 Booths
Always new bulbs - Always sanitized
•Watch for extended hours
NOW open Mondays

560 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy)

1-800-582-3577

EEO/AA

f

Tuesday, February 10, 1998

The BG News

page 10
Womtn'i WtdnMi Group
M##on Q Wifkiy
Build Sall-aalaam
Bacoma mora asaarBva
Raducasiraas
Strangtian ralaftonahlpa
Promo* a balanoad i>fa>
Call 3729355
Cenier tor Wallnau t Pravannon

RUSH ALPHA XI DELTA
XI PLACE TO BE!
TONIGHT FROM
8-8 45 AND 8-9 45
RUSH ALPHA XI DELTA

RUSH ALPHA XIDtlTA
RUSH ALPHA XI DELTA
RUSH ALPHA XI DELTA

ASSEMBLERS: E»ce"eniincoma toassemble
products at homa. Into 1 504-«4o-1700 Dapt.
0H-82S5.
CRUISE SHIP ALAND-TOUR JOBS
EneeHenl DanaBts Work) Traval Ask us howl
517-324-3090 ant C5S442.
FMIT-SHRfT
♦ 11000
Credit Card fundraisars for
trsierniliee. eororitjee A groups
Any campus organiration can
raise up upStOOO by earning a
whopping SS.00WISA applicalion.
Call 1-800-932 0528 ait 85
Qualified collars receive
FRBIT-SMRT.

WANTED

RUSH OAUMA PHI SETA
Come jotn tfie sisters ol Gamma Phi Bata for
Italian rsght on Tues Fab. 10fli and Thura.
Fab. 12*1 at Via Gamma Phi Ban house from
S-iOpm. Drees >s casual.
RUSH GAMMA PHI BETA

1 mat* reomsM mwdrt fix M-M y««r to trw«
«p«rtm«nt, fum. or unfum. Cal Bob tt
372*210.
Fam«J« noodtd imm#di«i»(y to Bharo qutat.
pnvu»(y OWTRW] houM. Own b»x*rm. 353-7063

Serene de your iwMhMit on 2/12
2 Songi. 1 rose, by M IB (tuxes)
Sponsored by Pni Mu Alpha Sintonia

SubWaaar needed Immadlataly tor 1 bdrm unfum. upstairs apt from Fab. 18 to Apr! 30.
Hurryon this ona. OraatDaall 363-1110.

Conssa Brian/Draw at 354-122S by 2/11
Proceeds benefit Oanea Marathon

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work In tha Onset Ouidoora.
Foraatry. WildHIa Preeerves, Concess*>na»es,
Firafighiara. A mora. Competitive wagas 8
banallta. Ask us howl
817-324-3110EH.NSS441.

HELP WANTED

USG Elacioni
Applications lor Pree/V.P and Sana* ai larga
ara now sveiiaDie. Pick ona JP at USG office
Rm 404 Studani Servcee. Candldaiaa meeling Wadnaaday Fab. 11 a pm. 2nd floor Sudani Services. Application deadline la Tuaa.
Feb. t7»iSpm.

flOWa WIEKLYII Stuff anvatopaa at homa
for 12.00 east) plus bonueoe. F/T, P/T.
Haka MOO. weekly, guamtaad! Fraa auppUae. FordeteHe, aand ona etampto: N-1S1,
1201 Wllahira Blvd.. Suds 552, Loa Angalaa,
CAIOOtt.

Valentine's Day Claeelflad Ada
Show your valanona now much you ova, put It
in tha BG Nawal Think of something apacial
and bring It to 204 Waal Hall. For 190 a line,
wan publish it m our Valentine's paga Fab.
i3tn.DaadHnalsFab.11.
K'a BURSARABLEI

378 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
naadadl Coad aummar earn pa In Pocono
Mountains, PA Lohlkan, 1 100 411 4321,
www.lohlkan.oom.

JOIN THE COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS AND:

Summer Camp Job*
Land/Water sports
Adirondack Mountains/lake Placid
Valt ua www. r equetleia ke.com
1 •800-788-8373

.win not cut back on felt?

-Meet new people
-Build your resume
-Go on exciting trips
-Become a future leader

THE
TANNING
CENTER

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
TUE. 8:30PM
114 EDUCATION
BUILDING

1 FREE VISIT

148 N.

S9I S.

as*-1559
10
2

BEDS

11111 Spring Break Panama City! Stay On Tha
Beach Near The Beat Bars tuei 8 Fraa ParSee A Free Cover Charges included Hurryl
sprlngbreaktravel.com 1 -800-678-8388
1985 Pontlac Pans wnne
$800090
Cal Man 352-8027.

S5J-88I8

132-1388

iBtn

.1 III If-

I
I

BOOTHS

'Ranting Apt*. I Houses
211 E. Read
321 E MarryBBOdrms
3i i 3ie E Marry.2bdrm.apts.
309 1/2 E. Marry - rooms
School y leases, ail dose to campus
3S3-0S28
1 BDRM Basement Apt 428 E Wooster. Avan. May 15,12 mo. lease. $2SO/mo., uDI. induded, 353-7547 days.
1 BDRM. Apt 424 E Wooster. Avail May 15,
12 mo. lease. $32S/mo.. utii included.
353-7547 days.

Apartment Furnishings
Twin Bed
Crystal Lamp
GoldMrror
Other Misc. Items
Call 353-1110

Female subleaser needed Aug. 98 thru May
99 Ownrm Cal I Tammy: 353-1089.
Female Sublease! needed ASAP
campus call 354-6359

Close to

Houses. 1 A 2 bdrm. turn. apts. for 96 99
scnoolvesr. Call 382-7454.
IT'S NOT TOO LATE
lo find affordable housing
MARTEN RENTALS
704 Sth "801 3rd "7107th
352 3445 tor summer. May A Aug
Male/Female subleaser needed immediately.
$150/mo, ona room efficiency, dose to campus Call Brant Q 354-2128.
Subleaser needed $22S/mo Pay only alec A
pnone 1/2 of a 2 bdrm apt. 352-0694
Subioaeer needed Fall 98.1 bdrm. apt close
campus. tMOAne. 3S3-9a>1.

B

SDBLEASERS NEEDED IMMECNATELYII
Fnuea Ava apt* , 2 bdrm. dose lo campus.
Call Aaron, 353-0477.
warned: Subteaeers needed for Fall 9$ and
Spring 99. Furnished 2 bedroom Apt. # Fo>
Run. Ceil 3644)241.
IT'S FNALLY HERE...COME TO THE BKJ
PLAYGROUND. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13 AT
THE RECREATION CENTER FROM 10
PJ4.-1 A.M. YOU GET TO PLAY THE GAMES
YOU LOVE, DANCE TO THE 80S MUSC,
WIN SOME GREAT PRIZES. AND HAVE A
TON Off FUN-

2 bdrm. house. Available May 1st 12 mo.
lean. $S2S/mo. 801 Slh St Call 855-3084.

VALENTINES
2 BDRM Apt. 722 4H St., Avail May 15. 12
mo. lease. $400/mo., w/d hook-up. 353 7547

For sale: 14 carat gold dolphin bracele! 1100
OBO For mora Into, call 352 0465 Aak for
Amy.

2BDRM Apt. 712 4th St.. Avail Aug. 1. l2mo
lease. $400/mo. wd hook-up. 353-7S47

100% Wool sweaters
only $25
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge.

Guitar Gear
Fender 2*12 upright stereo speaker cabinet
S250 Ognacn RP-s Guitar Effects Processor
$175 Ovation 1867 Legend, super shallow
body, CCB, w/caeo $700. Cal 372-5285.

2 BDRM Apt. 428 E Wooster, Avail Mav 15.
12 mo. lean, »42S/mo
utii. ■ncluded.
353-7547 days

Balloon Bouquets a)
at Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge.

THtHtAT

904 E. WOOSTER

MAIN

_ ServlngJJG since 1980 _
Computer
Science/
Computer
Engineering
Graduates

11111 Spring Break Bahamas Parry Cruise1 8
Days 12791 Includes Meals. Parties A Taseal
Great Beaches S Nightlife' Leaves From South
Floridal sprlngbraaktraval.com
I 800-878-8388.

Raie-Weds! lor sale. E«cellenl condition 150
Men's slie 9. Cal Sandy at 372-4253

Expirei 2/17/98

SOUTHS™ LAUNDBOMAT

MAIN

Ranting Houses A Apartments
AvaUaMaMay 17. IN*
211 S. Col lege Apt. A 2 BR, 2 person
422CloughSt.2BB.2per*on
720 Eighth St. 3 BR, 3 person
l50ManvilleAve 2 BR. 4 parson
1S01r3MarMtaAva 1BR 2 person
70S Second St. Apt. A 2 BR. 3 person
723 Sixth St. 3 BR, 3 person
Available Auguet 23. I9M
1401/2 Mamniie Ava. 2 BR, 2 parson
Apartment listings available in our
office to pickup
John Newlove Real Eatala 1S4-22W

11111 Florida's New Houpot-South Beach
H29I Bare Open Until Semi Great Beaches.
Acovltlee, Warmer Weatherl Try Cocoa BeechHilton 11791 Daytona 11491 eprlngbreaxS-avol.com 1-800^78«388

Pearl nng m gold-heart shaped setting with
small diamond, hardly worn. $75 OBO. Can
Heather at 353-9175

with package purchase
and this ad.

3 LOCATIONS
THE VASH HOUSE

"IT'S FNALLY HERE.COME TO THE BIG
PLAYGROUND. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13 AT
THE RECREATION CENTER FROM 10
PM -1 A M. YOU GET TO PLAY THE GAMES
YOU LOVE, DANCE TO THE BO'S MUSC.
WIN SOME GREAT PRIZES, AND HAVE A
TON OF FUN"

Sudani Publications a accepting applications
for magazine advartlslng salaa raps. Gain vaiuabia business to businaas salaa experience.
and earn great money. Reps until develop advertising programs tor campus deparsnena
and area businesses while also prospecting for
new accounts The poelBon requires 15-20
hour* par weak and run* from March thru
June. Candidates must be students and have
transportation. Cat Toby at 372-0430 lor more
intormaOon or stop by 204 Watt Hall for an appnosson.

$1500 waakly potential mailing our circulars.
Fraa information. Call 410-347-1475

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

HOME HEALTHCARE AIDE F T ;PT
Avail. STNA, CNA pralarrad. Eip.
wmomaeara a must. Musi hava transportation. CompeHttve wagaa w/banafits. Call
1 S00-«2»-4Ma.

in

Window washer P/T IS hr*. a week. Own
transportation required. Call 352 6822

HBs
°»r»

Dupieiea/houses tor *96-*99 echool year.
Erf.. 1 A2Ddrm.-i to 3 tenants
12 month leases only
Stave Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)

Engraving

Female sublessor needed immediately to
share 2 bdrm apt., furnished, own room,
$250/mo. Call 689-3438.

Sega Saturn for sale.
8 games, 3 controllers
$250, can 372 3538

OEOROETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 Third St
Excellent 1 BR S 2 BR units.
Fully fum.. AC. reasonable rents $
Close to campus. Yrfy. or sch.yr. lease
Check us out before you lease.

Viper alarm w/car starrer, unlimited warranty.
$190. Call Hani at 354 5316
'95 Neon 49K. hamy, $8500. 4dr, air, AMFM
cats. New ores, automatic, dependable and
well maintained. 3276334, daye

Cell 352-4986
or atop by apt 10.

MaanaBcinent Inc.

mu

142 bdrm.

acareer

Close to campus.

710 N. Enterprise (Helnz-Site
Apts.) Rents start at 375/mo. +

packed with potential

_.i Eighth
Clr•. 841
St.
i campus Manor
e 313 N. Man St
, McWedge Manor
. 315 M. Mair. St.
,615 Second St.
. 733 Manu e
. 825 Third St. 755 Menu lie
e 777 Manulue
. 701 Fourth St.
e 640 Eighth St.
RE. Management

uiiis, 2 bdrm includes washer &
dryer. Call (or Into 353-5800.

Management Inc.
1&2bdrm.

1082 Falrview

Ava. (Hlllsdale Apts)unlque
floor designs, vaulted
ceilings, washer/dryer hookup in the 2 bdrm.

113

Rents

Railroad St. •352

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
130 E VKuhington Sum, Bovine Green, Ohio

419 354-6036
The Highlands - Graduate

start at 350/mo + utils.For

Mon '-Frl8-5

mora Info call 353-5800.

housing. One bedroom . Laundry

sat 10-

facilities in building. A/C, Quietl
From $410/mo. For more info, call

354-6036

Msnagemcnt Inc.
Studio Apts. 215 E. Poe
Rd.(Evergreen Apts.)
Laundry on site. One

BGSU MEN'S BASKET BMl

Jay-Mar Apts. Quiet housing.

vs

building, A/C, Gas heat, Start at

person starts at 230/mo
+ Utils are included. For
more Into call 353-5800

$510/mo. 12-mo lease.
Call 354-6036 for a showing.

AKRON

Management Inc.

The Homestead - Graduate
Housing One and two bedroom,

1 bdrm. 215 E. Poe Rd.

A/C, on-site laundry, ceramic tile,

(Evergreen Apts.) Very

soundproof construction, dish-

spacious, laundry on site.
Rent starts at 340/mo+elec.
For more Into call 353-5800

eAfE^CA
Management Inc.
830 4th Street is now leasing
lor next year.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
7.00
ANDERSON ARENA

washers, skylights, vaulted
ceilings.

LIBERTY STREET,THE FARM,
SUMMIT HILL.

We'll take care of you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

campus gas/heat/AC. Starting
^^_

Management Inc.
For complete list stop by

STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE WITH VALID BGSU D

our office at 1045 N. Main

354-6036.

Additional Sites to Choose from:

1 bdrm close to

at 340/mo.

Spacious, laundry facilities in

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

or Call 353-5800

VALENTINE'S DAY CLASSIFIED ADS
£w

Avi^

^

Show your sweetheart how much you care with

1 P

a Valentine's Day classified ad in The BG News!

j_W

These special Valentine's Day ads will be

<

nmT\ ^}^/n TTm

vA 1 w
A^ 1
IX *J I 1

II

*& published February 13. Deadline is February 11.

Come to 204 West HaM to place your ad

T II

Mfc^^
^

■

^^^

or call 372-6977 for more information.
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many more to choose from!

?
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90c per line
(appx. 30 spaces per line)
$2.70 minimum charge

'
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